
Tutorial

Mix ’n

match

Lets make everything clear, this is NOT my
idea. I saw a finished project on one of my
Yahoo groups and I thought it looked so
awesome that I had to have a go at it,
together with my son we made an advent
calender (see photo at the bottom, the one
with the bird on it). After showing it on my
blog there where a lot of question about an
instruction, and no one could tell me who’s
idea it was ( please if anyone of you know,
let me know so I give the credits to this
person) so I decided to make the
instructions myself.

Start with an even amount of match boxes,
For this project I used 16 (for the advent
calendar we used 24). Ut some double
sided tap on one out of 2 boxes (I like
double sided tap, it fast, easy and not
messy at all, but you can use glue as well
ofcourse).

Then glue the boxes together, shown on
the photo, so you get 4 stacks of boxes.

Tape those together with tape (I used
blue tape for the photo, but normally I
use ordinairy transparant tape). Do this
at the top as well as at the bottom. Now
you have one layer, start over again and
make another layer the same way.

Then put double sided tape on top of the
first layer, peel of the backing.



Put both layers together. Making sure that
the drawers of the first layer are opposite of
the drawers of the second layer.

Measure the side parts of the match boxes
and cut 8 pieces and glue with double sided
tape.

I made the “handles”for the drawers with a
punch. I have this awesome little one, that
fits right into the box.

But you also can use beads to make a
handle for every drawer.

Then cut two suqared pieces, they will
make the top and bottom. My stack of
boxes measured 9x9 cm, so I took a
piece of cardboard and cut 2 pieces of
9,5 x 9,5 cm.

Cut 2 pieces of metal sheet and put it
through the cuttbug, those pieces
measure 13 x 13 cm.

Put double sided tape on the pieces of
cardstock and stick on the metal sheet.



Turn it, put some double sided tape on the
edges and fold the sided over.

Take some acryllic paint, I used dark brown
because it matched my papers on the sides,
and brush on the metal sheet. Leave for a
moment to dry.

Wipe off the acces paint and you end up
with a distressed metal look.

Glue with double sided  tape the top and
bottom on the stack of matchboxes.
With this one I made a hole in the top
and stuck a wooden pin in.

The little holes in the drawers are to
small to put you finger in, so with this
pin you can open the drawers easely.



I decorated the sides with this little girl on
each side. This will be a present for my
godchild and the girl on this stamp is made
from a photo of my goldchild and is a gift
that comes with my book, its a little sheet of
rubber stamps with my designs and are
inchie and double inchie sized.

This is the box made by my son and me, its
an advent calendar and my son choose the
paper, he sponged the drawers and
handwrote numbers on them. This was a
fun joint venture and it is now filled with
Lego parts.

And because I had so much fun making
this project I decided to make one for
myself too, not as an advent calender
but just for storing bits and bobs.

Hope you have as much fun as I did.

Warmly Herminei
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